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Abstract
Since hosting the 1992 Summer Olympics, Barcelona quickly elevated its status as a
prime tourist destination. Still, as visitors from all over the world flock to the city, its residents
have felt pushed out, disrespected, and exploited, resulting in a phenomenon known as
“tourism-phobia.” Barcelona Turisme, the city’s destination marketing organization (DMO)
developed a 2020 Strategic Tourism Plan to find ways not to manage tourism in a city, but to
manage a tourist city through responsible, sustainable practices. As Instagram has evolved as a
principal social media platform for two-way, interactive conversations between brands and their
audiences, this research studies how theoretical elements from media richness theory and speech
act theory, originally developed to understand traditional media, transfer into today’s applied
social media best practices for destination marketing. Social identity theory and the concept of
destination authenticity also provide frameworks to examine how to reconcile resident-tourist
tensions in Barcelona. A content analysis on a census of Visit Barcelona’s 2020 Instagram posts
found geotags, carousels, and reposting of user-generated content performed best in terms of
engagement, while the traditionally perceived effective features of videos and hashtags did not
receive as much engagement. Additionally, while Barcelona Turisme diversifies its posts
according to destination popularity, its limited promotion of expensive, arts-focused destinations
may attract a certain type of tourist and promote the destination via stereotypical images rather
than authentically. These findings provide insight for future studies of DMOs’ use of social
media concerning both media best practices and guidelines for authentic representation.
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Introduction
In a world where tourism continues to grow, there are increased tensions between visitors
and residents (World Tourism Organization, 2019). As of 2018, Spain was second on both the
list of destinations that receive the most arrivals and the list of destinations that account for most
dollars earned in tourism, behind France and the USA, respectively (Pirillo Ramos et. al, 2020).
Barcelona, in particular, has become an increasingly popular city to visit since it hosted the 1992
Summer Olympics (Pirillo Ramos et. al, 2020). An influx of tourists contributes to positive
economic development; in 2018, tourism accounted for 15 percent of the Barcelona GDP (Pirillo
Ramos et. al, 2020). At the same time, it also brings about changes in how and where locals live,
shop, eat, and work. This is due to factors such as overconcentration, the crowdedness of
neighborhoods containing popular tourist sights (Arias et. al, 2020); gentrification, the influx of
capital that allows for renovation of districts and results in physical, social, and economic
displacement (Brown-Saracino, 2010); and toxic tourism, the environmental exploitation of a
destination (Pezzullo, 2009).
As a result, a tourism-phobia has emerged in Barcelona (Pirillo Ramos et. al, 2020).
Graffiti line the walls of neighborhoods surrounding popular destinations with anti-tourist
phrases like, “Your luxury trip, my daily misery” (Burgen, 2018) and “Tourism kills the city”
(Vigil, 2019), and various social groups protest against tourism (Pirillo Ramos et. al, 2020).
According to some Barcelona residents, the word “tourism-phobia” is not strong enough to
describe “support for business interests that are putting the right to the city of the people of
Barcelona at risk” (Rabassa, 2017). In other words, there appears to be a trade-off between the
economic success of the destination and resident well-being in regard to tourists. This issue has
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been discussed among grassroots organizations, Barcelona political leaders, and destination
marketing organizations.
Because popular tourist destinations, including Barcelona, rely on tourism to stimulate
their economies, it is imperative to maintain positive tourist-resident relations if destinations
want tourism to be sustainable (Shing-Cheung et. al, 2019). This is one reason why destination
marketing organizations have emerged as important entities in any tourist destination. As tourism
marketing is concerned with adding value to a destination and making it attractive to visitors,
destination marketing organizations (DMOs) are the principal organizations tasked with creating
and maintaining a destination’s brand (Pike et. al, 2011). Since the 1990s, cities, regions, and
countries have been increasingly concerned with differentiating themselves through destination
brands (Pike et. al, 2011). Rather than simply generating sales, the act of maintaining a
destination brand must foster relationships with tourists (Pike et. al, 2011). At the same time, if
they have any hopes of fostering positive relationships between tourists and residents, DMOs
must be conscious of promoting destinations from a perspective that benefits the destinations’
residents and businesses.
As the DMO for what was named the Worst European City for Overtourism (Statista,
2020), Barcelona Turisme created a 2020 Strategic Tourism Plan that strives to promote
sustainability by implementing messaging that both authentically represents the destination from
the local perspective and appeals to tourists, changing the outlook from “managing tourism in the
city” to “managing a tourist city” (Arias et. al, 2020, p. 4). The DMO believes this plan will
effectively engage its key publics of residents, businesses, and tourists in order to achieve
responsible tourism and promote positive tourist-resident relationships.
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This study uses quantitative content analysis to find to what degree, if at all, Barcelona
Turisme uses social media best practices on Instagram to encourage sustainable and responsible
tourism, which will, in turn, benefit a variety of publics. This will provide insight on the degree
to which Barcelona Turisme is implementing programming that reflects the goals outlined in its
2020 Strategic Tourism Plan. The research applies media richness theory and speech act theory
to identify a host of social media best practices in the DMO space, keeping in mind the
theoretically informed concept of destination authenticity, and applies Tajfel and Turner’s social
identity theory to interpret the complex relationship between tourists and residents.
Literature Review
Social Media as a Messaging Tool
In her 2016 text Social Media: Enduring Principles, Humphreys compiles a wealth of
research on social media in order to give an overview of its role in society, understanding social
media as a means of interpersonal communication that is distinct from traditional media. She
explains how social media is defined as a set of practices for communicating, most often
collaboratively, in a (usually public) space visible by multiple people. While not confined to the
two trends, social media is associated with the emergence of Web 2.0 and user-generated content
(UGC).
Humphreys’ research, which summarizes a wealth of key research on social media,
explains that Web 2.0 is the term describing the shift in communication that allows for collective
participation. While the web was initially created for organizations to implement mass
communication (e.g. creating a website for users to read), Web 2.0 operates on the fact that the
audience communicates messages back to the original sender, giving ample opportunity to
provide feedback and create dialogue between an organization and its audiences. Compared to
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traditional one-way messaging techniques, Web 2.0, and thus social media, allows for
simultaneous two-way conversations between senders and receivers. Social media’s platforms
give users the power—whether by posting, sharing, commenting, or tagging—to speak to, for,
and about organizations to an audience. This ties into UGC, the term used to describe structural,
textural, and visual content created by users and user groups. Users do not just become users of a
product, brand, or destination; rather, social media presents them the opportunity to become
ambassadors of these services. As a result, social media provides opportunities for consistent
audience engagement and interaction with a brand that is not possible on traditional media
platforms.
Among other factors, social media differentiates itself from traditional media platforms
due to its level of media richness (Humphreys, p. 26, 2016). Media richness is concerned with
the amount of sensory information communicated. Media richness theory, also referred to as
information richness theory, was coined by Daft and Lengel (1986) to explain how certain media
qualities inherently make information richer, theorizing messages with higher media richness
change an audience’s understanding in a shorter time interval with less distortion. Messages with
higher media richness appeal to more senses; for example, a video has higher media richness
than a still image, and an image has higher media richness than stand-alone text. It is
hypothesized that messages with higher media richness are more effective in communicating
messages to an audience, which Lee et. al (2020) find support for in their study on the
relationship between increased information richness and engagement on social media (Facebook,
specifically). More media-rich messages are expected to effectively communicate and resonate
with audiences better than less media-rich messages because increased information means less
equivocality (Daft and Lengel, 1986); furthermore, audiences are more likely to interpret
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messages in the intended way when provided the maximum amount of information, often from
increased sensory appeals. This holds true in other forms of media as well; for example, a video
conference call is likely to be an effective mode of transmitting a message that gets the receiver
to act quickly than an email, because the appeal of sight and sound is more media-rich than sight
alone; additionally, there is an opportunity for immediate, two-way engagement between the
message sender and receiver. This study seeks to expand upon research on the relationship
between media richness and increased engagement in social media, Instagram in particular. As
all posts on Instagram must contain some sort of visual element beyond text itself, Instagram has
an inherently richer message structure than other forms of social media, such as Facebook and
Twitter, that allow the option of solely text-based message transmission. The temporal structure,
mobility, and replicability of social media—all explained in the subsequent paragraph—are other
factors that can supplement the effects of information richness on engagement.
Social media content is both mobile and replicable because they are easy to transport (as
most content can be accessed via a mobile phone) and easy to reproduce (Humphreys, p. 29,
2016). Though Facebook is a global leader for social media, it was originally created as a
website for computers; contrastingly, Instagram began as a mobile application (Brown, 2018;
Phillips, 2007; Statista, 2020). Instagram’s story feature also allows for posts to be shared and
widely distributed, allowing reproduction of messages. Social media’s flexibility of symmetry
relates to the level of conversation an organization and its audience has: If an organization and an
audience exchange messages, it is symmetric, and vice versa (Humphreys, p. 28, 2016). This
once again reinforces the uniqueness of social media along with Web 2.0. Additionally,
flexibility of synchronicity exists due to the nature of when users are interacting: Communication
is synchronous when users are both “online” at the same time and exchanging communication,
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and communication is asynchronous when a user posts to social media and comes back at a later
time to view and respond to comments. Instagram’s algorithm ranks posts in terms of perceived
relevance to the user, showing what is predicted to get the most interaction (Cooper, 2020). As a
result, message senders and receivers may interact with a given post at asynchronous times; still,
Instagram features like commenting and direct messaging allow for synchronous
communication.
In addition to media richness, another theory that can be applied to social media to
predict higher engagement is speech act theory. Speech act theory, conceptualized by J.L. Austin
and developed by J.R. Seale (Vanderveken et. al, 2001), suggests that words are communicated
not only to present information, but also to evoke action. In other words, speech act theory
implies that messages sent are intended to elicit some sort of behavior from the receiver (Searle,
1969). This particular type of speech act is called an illocutionary act because the words present
have an underlying force intended to achieve a behavioral response. In a study on best practices
for driving consumer sharing on social media, Ordenes et. al (2018) apply speech act theory to
social media, studying brand messages across food, manufacturing, retail, and hospitality
industries. While Searle named five categories of speech acts, Ordenes et. al. identified the three
types of speech acts as relevant in social media messages: assertive acts (objective information),
expressive acts (emotions), and directive acts (demands). The study on Facebook and Twitter
conducted by Ordenes et. al suggests action-oriented images accompanied by facilitative
(expressive and assertive) claims are a best practice to drive consumer engagement on social
media, rather than directive claims. Applying the speech act theory to Barcelona Turisme’s
social media messaging allows for gauging the amount of messages that are assertive (e.g.
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describing the history of a Barcelona landmark), expressive (e.g. “Barcelona is the best place to
visit”), and directive (e.g. “Visit this Barcelona destination”).
Overall, the research on theoretical frameworks applied to social media informs the
subsequent research question on to what degree Barcelona Turisme makes use of social media
best practices—specifically on Instagram—to engage multiple publics. The theory of media
richness and speech act theory both provide insight on how features of a specific medium, in this
case Instagram, can be best utilized to increase engagement and effective communication with an
audience. As DMOs must appease a variety of publics, making use of social media best practices
is one way Barcelona Turisme can increase the effectiveness of its messaging.
Destination Marketing Organizations’ Use of Social Media and the Case for Instagram
Media richness theory and speech act theory provide insight on social media best
practices across industries, suggesting that higher sensory appeals and facilitative acts increase
user engagement. Because DMOs cater to a variety of audiences (e.g. tourists, residents,
businesses), it is important to study how social media is a space where all publics are presented
with the same messages at the same time. Because these audiences differ in interests, desires, and
backgrounds, special considerations must be made in how social media is used as a messaging
tool for DMOs.
There is an increasing amount of both scholarly and practical research on the significance
of using social media to promote tourism (Lee et. al, 2020). Supporting the theory of media
richness, a study by Lee et. al (2020) found that both volume of messages and level of media
richness (e.g. photos, videos, music) are key predictors of consumer engagement with a DMO’s
Facebook page. This is likely because the previously mentioned sensory responses that result
from information-rich content trigger engagement and interaction with the posts. Additionally,
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Uşakli et. al (2017) studied DMOs in 50 European countries via content analysis of their social
media (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and Youtube) and found that out of seven categories
(content, theme, information type, engagement, interactivity, promotion, and customer service),
there was a positive correlation between engagement, interactivity, and international tourist
arrivals. Otherwise stated, the DMOs with higher engagement and interactivity on their social
media platforms were also the DMOs for the city with greater amounts of international tourist
arrivals. This further suggests the importance of producing engaging and interactive content on
social media and points to the relevance of studying information richness (e.g. post type) and
interactivity (e.g. likes and comments).
Just as Humphreys describes, studies on DMOs and social media emphasize Web 2.0 that
allows for two-way, collaborative conversations between consumers and organizations (Lim, et.
al, 2012) and co-creation of a destination brand due to user-generated content (UGC)
(Iglesias-Sánchez, 2020). In the tourism sphere, two-way conversations between DMOs and
tourists, DMOs and residents, DMOs and businesses (and even resulting conversations among
the audiences) allow for greater understanding of each player’s role in the destination’s viability.
User-generated content allows all users who post about a certain destination to co-create the
destination in the minds of those viewing posts on social media. This is especially true with the
Geotag feature on Instagram, as it provides landing pages that host all images tagged with the
destination. For example, a user who visits the Geotag “Barcelona” could see all images that
Barcelona Turisme posts with the geotag, as well as any other users who use the geotag. This
relates to a third reason social media is studied in the DMO sphere: Social media presents the
ability to associate an image with a place (Picazo et. al, 2019). While traditionally, DMOs could
create images of destinations with their deliverables (website, brochures, etc.), social media
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changed how perceptions are formed. While these deliverables still have an impact, combining
these messages with complementary messaging on social media will allow for all messages to be
mutually reinforcing. The nature of social media allows for mobile, replicable, and immediate
presentations of images that allow for perceptions to be created and reinforced (Humphreys,
2016, pp. 24-29), further supporting the concept of combined imagery that, in aggregate, will
shape audience perceptions. For these reasons, it is necessary to ensure DMOs are making use of
social media best practices when marketing via social media platforms.
Across all social media platforms, Instagram is an increasingly valuable tool for tourism
marketing due to it being primarily visual in nature (Iglesias-Sánchez et. al, 2020) and containing
a variety of tools to increase media richness (e.g. geotags, hashtags, carousels). Picazo et. al
(2019) argue that images are unequivocally more effective than text to create a successful
destination image, transforming a “place” into a “destination.” This relates to social media’s key
characteristic of social presence: DMOs allow locations to create a voice through images, videos,
text, etc., going beyond promoting a location to create a “destination brand.” In their content
analysis of UGC and DMO-generated posts on Instagram, Iglesias-Sánchez et. al (2020) studied
how hashtag use, reposting of UGC, and alluding to sustainable tourism projects a destination
brand image from a DMO’s account and increases engagement and impact. They found that
collaborative platforms influence tourist decision making, once again reinforcing the nature of
social media as valuable to DMO promotional efforts. These authors’ documentation of hashtag
use, UGC reposts, and allusion to sustainable tourism support the idea that collaborative features
increase interactivity, and they also support that features of media richness richness and speech
acts play a role in creased engagement . Still, Instagram has just recently begun to be studied in
relation to DMOs (Iglesias-Sánchez et. al, 2020), with most previous studies focused on
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Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, blogs (Cheung et. al, 2019) and tourist review pages such as
TripAdvisor (Iglesias-Sánchez et. al, 2020). As a result, there is an opportunity and a need to
further explore Instagram as a valuable tool for DMO messaging.
The destination brand mentioned in the above paragraph must authentically represent the
destination, as a study by Kim et al. (2020) suggests tourists are more likely to engage on social
media and have true place attachment with a destination when the messages are more authentic.
The researchers classified destination authenticity into three categories: realness, conformity, and
transformation. Realness is concerned with discerning which activities, architecture, and
traditions are true to the culture rather than promoted to increase tourist happiness; conformity is
defined as the level to which a destination meets tourists’ expectations; and transformation
defines the degree to which tourists felt they can connect with a deeper, meaningful part of their
identity within the destination (e.g. a wilderness hike or religious experience) (Kim et. al, 2020).
The study found tourists find more satisfaction when traveling and are more likely to engage
with messages on social media when the destination they visit is authentic in regard to
conformity to expectations and realness of experiences (Kim et. al, 2020). Accordingly, social
media promotion could be considered more “real” when lesser-known destinations are promoted
over iconic destinations, which also relates to tourism sustainability because it could reduce
overcrowding of popular destinations. As a result, this “realness” will increase “conformity”
because what tourists view on social media will match what they see in real-life; opposingly, if
only a certain neighborhood within a destination is promoted on social media, tourists
expectations will not conform to reality if they visit areas outside of the highlighted
neighborhood. For these reasons, this study seeks to find if Barcelona Turisme promotes both
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iconic and less popular destinations and all facets of the destination brand, rather than one or two
well-known neighborhoods or traditions, in order to increase destination authenticity.
While primarily concerned with fostering beneficial relationships with tourists, it is
important for DMOs to simultaneously promote positive tourist-resident relationships, as the
money generated from tourism will impact the overall economic well-being and quality of life of
residents. Like mentioned previously, DMOs send messages via social media to a variety of
imagined audiences, or the conceptualized communities with which we communicate on social
media (Litt et. al, 2016), simultaneously (tourists, residents, and businesses); accordingly, their
messages must be carefully crafted to appease all of these publics. Due to context collapse, the
flattening of diverse audiences that would not otherwise interact into a singular platform
(Brandtzaeg et. al, 2018), these audiences could also interact with each other on DMOs social
channels (e.g. in a post’s comments). As a result, DMOs must be conscious of how their
messaging affects tourists’ relationships with residents (Vila-Lopez et. al, 2019) and businesses
(Arias et. al, 2020). The same commitment to destination authenticity and sustainability could
contribute to managing positive relationships among the groups. For example, just as social
media can encourage tourists to explore a destination, studies have shown it could be
contributing to overtourism (Alonso-Almeida et. al, 2019). If DMOs solely promote well-known
tourist destinations, it could contribute to overcrowding places with large amounts of visitors
(Alonso-Almeida et. al, 2019), possibly having a negative impact on tourist-resident
relationships. To illustrate this, if Barcelona Turisme solely promotes La Sagrada Familia, it
could result in tourists flocking to the destination and surrounding neighborhood. In turn, this
could have a twofold negative effect on residents. For one, locals living in the surrounding area
must deal with negative effects of increased traffic like delays, pollution, and increased cost of
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living in the area. Second, Barcelonians residing outside the area could be subject to decreased
attention from the city for upkeep of their neighborhoods, and locals could perceive that tourists
tokenize their home as La Sagrada Familia, when in reality, Barcelona’s authentic repertoire is
much more robust and complex.
At the same time, destinations can promote more sustainable and authentic tourism by
putting lesser known places in the spotlight (Alonso-Almeida et. al, 2019), showing images free
of mass tourism, and promoting events that respect the local community (Iglesias-Sánchez et. al,
2020). Pairing this study with research on resident-tourist relationships, it can be suggested that
putting lesser-known destinations in the spotlight may also assist in shifting negative attitudes
toward tourism, allowing for more widespread and manageable exploration of the city, rather
than the overcrowding of stereotypical tourist destinations.
While scholars have not agreed on a standardized theoretical framework for studying
these resident-tourist relationships, many previous studies either did not apply a theoretical
framework or used social exchange theory (Hadinegad et. al, 2019). However, social exchange
theory, which suggests residents’ perceptions of tourism depend on an assessment of costs and
benefits of tourism’s impacts (Bimonte, 2019), has been criticized for considering attitudes as
transactional rather than cognitive (Hadinegad et. al, 2019). While social exchange theory
focuses on consequential cost-benefit analysis of an exchange between tourists and residents,
Hadinegad et. al (2019) suggest that there is a need for new theoretical applications to account
for attitudinal factors. While the authors suggest theories such as institutional theory or
bottom-up spillover theory, there is an identified opportunity to relate resident-tourist
relationships to Tajfel and Turner’s ingroup and outgroup bias described in their social identity
theory (1986). While not originally a theory on tourism, social identity theory suggests members
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of different social groups contain certain ingroup and outgroup biases about those who belong
and do not belong to their specific circles. As a result, a variety of perceptions, often negative,
are formed about members of other groups. In terms of resident-tourist relationships, there are a
variety of perceptions and stereotypes formed when the tourists and locals respectively view
themselves and each other as “them” and “us.” Studies by Palmer et. al (2015) and Brandth et. al
(2011) relate resident-tourist relationships to Tajfel and Turner’s social identity theory, both
claiming that the theory is relevant but understudied in the tourism space, especially among host
communities. Once again, because they are concerned with fostering relationships, DMOs must
anticipate how their messaging will be interpreted by residents and tourists as a result of their in
ingroup and outgroup biases.
Overall, as previous studies have applied theories to understand characteristics of media,
like media richness theory and speech act theory, this study has a two-fold mission. The research
conducted in this study seeks to understand both social media best practices for successful
communication and the role destination DMOs play from a sociology standpoint, understanding
how nuanced dynamics between multiple publics theorized by destination authenticity and social
identity theory ultimately affect DMO success.
The Negative Consequences of Successful Destination Marketing
In general, tourism—especially foreign tourism—is important in developing the economy
for many countries (Sinclair et. al, 2012). For Spain in particular, the tourism industry is crucial
to the economy as a whole (Sinclair et. al, 2012; Pirillo Ramos et. al, 2020), and in 2018, it
supported more jobs than any other industry in the nation (Martín Martín et. al, 2018). As a
result, the economy depends on tourism (Martín Martín et. al, 2018). Accordingly,, successful
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marketing by DMOs will increase tourism in an area, resulting in both positive and negative
consequences.
Still, along with the economic benefits of tourism and successful tourism marketing, there
are negative consequences of tourism on the environment, destination residents, and
resident-tourist relationships. “Toxic tourism,” a term coined by P.C. Pezzullo in 2009, refers to
the idea that tourism can potentially exploit cultures and environments of the destinations being
visited (Pezzullo, 2009). This exploitation is in part a result of overcrowding in popular tourist
neighborhoods surrounding iconic landmarks (Arias, et. al, 2020). This overconcentration of
people affects the destination’s overall sustainability, as it abuses the surrounding environment.
Once again, if social media can authentically represent a destination, rather than solely
promoting its most popular landmarks and neighborhoods, it could possibly mitigate the effects
of toxic tourism. For example, posting images of a destination beyond its most popular,
expensive areas increases the destination “realness” described by the aforementioned concept of
destination authenticity; consequently, this could potentially increase positive associations with
the destination from the tourist perspective as well as showcase the destination in a way that
resonates and amplifies the voices of locals.
When this exploitation occurs in public spaces, there are also territorial, cultural, and
social impacts on the residents in an area (Arias, et. al, 2020). For example, the influx of tourism
to particular neighborhoods is often accompanied by the influx of dollars that allow for
renovations that often displace residents (Brown-Saracino, 2010). The 1992 renewal of the
Barcelona neighborhood El Raval is just one example of this large-scale issue. As part of the
citywide urban regeneration project to prepare for Barcelona hosting the Olympics, the
renovation of El Raval created a more attractive area for tourists to visit (Arbaci, et. al, 2012). At
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the same time, residents of this previously low-cost neighborhood were displaced because they
could no longer afford to live there (Arbaci, et. al, 2012). As it is located within Ciutat Vella, a
district containing many popular Barcelona tourist destinations (Visit Barcelona, 2020), El Raval
is now part of one of the Barcelona districts with the highest cost accommodations (Arias, et. al,
2020). As research suggests DMO posts on social media drive tourists to destinations (Uşakli et.
al, 2017), if Barcelona Turisme posts mostly about Ciutat Vella, it is further contributing to this
gentrification problem.
The economic dependence on tourism is not always enough to outweigh its
accompanying negative effects. As a result, there is a tourism-phobia, a word originating in
Catalan newspapers to describe attitudes of residents who live in the greater Barcelona region
that has since spread around the world, among those who live in popular tourist destinations
(Pirillo Ramos et. al, 2020). This once again emphasizes the potential importance of the social
identity theoretical framework, as it emphasizes the perceptions and stereotypes residents and
tourists may have toward each other as members of their respective ingroups and outgroups.
While it cannot stop at social media, this study operates on the belief that DMO messaging on
Instagram can act as a catalyst for improving perceptions among social groups and increasing
positive relationships by encouraging responsible and sustainable tourism through posts with
underlying speech acts and high media richness.
Keeping in mind economic, social, and cultural impacts of tourism, there is theoretical
justification that a higher quality of life can be achieved with changes in subjective factors, such
as attitudes and perspectives, toward parts of life rather than emphasizing objective, unchanging
elements (Vila-Lopez et. al, 2019). As a result, tourism marketing has the potential to improve
destination brand and sustainability attitudes in order to improve tourist-resident relationships
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and increase residents' quality of life (Vila-Lopez et. al, 2019). When applying media richness
theory and speech act theory to social media, particularly Instagram, it presents the opportunity
for the platform to create a destination brand that engages all of its key publics (visitors,
residents, and businesses) and increases tourism sustainability, resulting in more positive
relationships among the audience groups. This study will add to the currently lacking, but much
needed, research on social identity theory in the tourism sphere, quantified and contextualized in
the social media space.
Research Questions and Hypotheses
Even though there is a wealth of evidence to support that visual-based messaging in a
co-created space is crucial to DMO success, there is not yet a wealth of research on Instagram in
the DMO space. This potential for success on Instagram is further supported by Barcelona
Turisme’s KPIs: Instagram has the largest following of any Barcelona Turisme social media
platform. To garner understanding of the DMO’s current practices on Instagram and how they
align with the overall 2020 Strategic Tourism Plan as well as increase the body of research on
Instagram and destination marketing, this study will focus on Barcelona Turisme’s messaging on
Instagram. Additionally, while there have been studies on how DMOs use social media to attract
tourists, there is not yet a variety of research on how DMOs engage all of their key publics,
including locals and businesses. This study seeks to better understand DMOs’ use of social
media best practices on Instagram in creating narratives that appeal to all key publics, in order to
alleviate tensions among the key groups, leading to mutually-beneficial relationships and
responsible, sustainable tourism that ultimately contributes to a positive and vibrant locale.
In addition to the research performed via the preceding literature review, a precursory
review of Barcelona Turisme’s social platforms and website was conducted in order to develop
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appropriate research questions and hypotheses. The 2020 Strategic Tourism Plan emphasized
how Barcelona has quickly become a tourist city; still, while it has led to short-term economic
success, there are fears of the long-term detrimental effects of unsustainable, irresponsible
tourism. Due to this, Barcelona Turisme’s plan included ideas for engaging locals, tourists, and
businesses in a collective pursuit toward sustainable tourism. The resulting research-informed
questions and accompanying theory-informed hypotheses are as follows:
Overarching RQ: To what degree, if at all, does Barcelona Turisme make use of social media
best practices on Instagram to engage its key publics of tourists, residents, and businesses?
RQ1: How does the content Barcelona Turisme posts present Barcelona as a desirable
destination for a number of publics?
H1: Barcelona Turisme messages target tourists more than businesses or locals.
H2: Barcelona Turisme promotes destinations in more expensive areas in the city more often
than it promotes less expensive areas.
H3: Barcelona Turisme communicates a relatively equal amount of messages regarding the 8
categories of its destination brand.
H4: Barcelona Turisme scarcely promotes natural landmarks and lesser-crowded destinations.
H5: In order to make destinations look more popular, Barcelona Turisme posts images that
include people in destinations more often than they promote destinations free of people.
RQ2: Which social media best practices does Barcelona Turisme utilize, and how is engagement
reflective of these best practices?
H6: Messages with higher information richness will receive more engagement than those with
lower information richness.
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H7: Messages containing expressive and/or assertive acts will receive more engagement than
messages containing directive acts.
H8: Messages that appeal to multiple publics, rather than just one (tourists, residents, and
businesses), will receive the most engagement.
H9: Posts that contain more popular tourist destinations will receive more engagement than less
popular destinations.
H10: Posts that make use of user-generated content (reposts of user-captured images) will
receive more engagement than Barcelona Turisme’s original posts.
H11: Captions in both Spanish and English will receive more engagement than posts solely in
one language.
Methods
Sample
Drafted in 2017, Barcelona Turisme’s 2020 Strategic Tourism Plan began
implementation at the beginning of 2020. In order to assess to what degree, if at all, Barcelona
Turisme’s messaging on Instagram used social media best practices to encourage sustainable
tourism among its key publics, a census of all 237 posts (composed of still images, videos,
graphics, and carousels) on the @visitbarcelona Instagram from January 1, 2020 to the date of
data collection, September 30, 2020 were collected for a content analysis. Screen captures took
place on this date between 8:30 and 9:30 p.m. and as such, the amount of likes and comments on
each post is reflected from that given time. Because Instagram was the sole platform studied in
order to dedicate intense focus to a vital platform in destination marketing success, a census of
all posts published within this date range were collected, as a census was deemed the best
possible sampling method in order to increase confidence in precision and accuracy of true
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message content. Each post is a singular unit of analysis, and any carousel posts (multiple
pictures within one post) were documented as Xa, Xb, Xc, etc., with “X” being the number
associated with the post.
The method of investigation for this study is a quantitative content analysis, as this
method has been used in a variety of studies assessing tourist-resident relationships and social
media best practices (Hadinejad, 2019; Iglesias-Sánchez et. al, 2020; Uşakli et. al, 2017).
Quantitative content analysis allows for clear definitions of units (individual Instagram posts)
and counting in a replicable way, so that the method can be repeated by future researchers to
increase reliability. As social media is recorded human communication, content analysis excels
in this space more than any other type of data collection. Additionally, while there was a single
coder for this study, a majority of variables in the code sheet developed are manifest content, and
the units of analysis are still publicly available; as such, this method can be replicated and
adjusted to assess this content, other social platforms, and other DMOs to address similar
overarching research questions.
Measures
To perform the content analysis, a code sheet with 25 variables was created. The
variables operationalize the content so that the posts may be measured in accordance with the
hypotheses. As RQ1 is concerned with discovering how Barcelona Turisme presents the city as a
desirable destination for a number of publics, posts were coded according to different variables
informed by the concept of destination authenticity and social identity theory. To assess these
factors, posts were coded for the popularity of the destination, neighborhood to which the
destination belongs, the pricing of accommodations in the neighborhood featured, category of the
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destination brand, the presence of people in the image, caption language, and to which of the
three imagined publics the caption copy and hashtags appealed.
Each posted destination’s popularity was assessed on a scale, ranging from 1 (not
popular) to 4 (iconically popular). The destinations were assigned a number based on their
presence on lists of “Best Things to Do in Barcelona” from four credible trade publications:
Travel - US NEWS, TimeOut Barcelona, Condé Nast Traveler, and Travel and Leisure. Any post
coded as “other” was either an image of Barcelona as a whole (e.g. a bird’s eye view of the city)
or an image of another destination (e.g. an image of a nearby city). This variable is important in
understanding how authentically promotion of the destination reflects the reality of the
destination, relating to the realness and conformity facets of destination authenticity (Kim et. al,
2020). Additionally, as Alonso-Almeida et. al (2019) note, putting lesser-known destinations in
the spotlight may help reduce overconcentration of crowded areas, allowing for more sustainable
and authentic messaging.
On that same note, assessing the neighborhood to which each destination belongs and the
prices of accommodations in that neighborhood allude to whether Barcelona Turisme is
promoting destinations in high-priced areas to bring in more money to the city via tourist dollars
regardless of the exploitation of destinations, or if the DMO is promoting more lesser-known,
lower-priced districts in order to authentically display the city. The neighborhood categories
were chosen via the “Interesting Districts” page on the Barcelona Turisme website (Barcelona
Turisme, 2020), and the neighborhood pricing were determined on a 3 point scale (1- least
expensive, 2- moderately priced, 3- most expensive) based on the Barcelona Turisme 2020
Strategic Tourism Plan (Arias et. al, 2020). Additionally, caption language (Spanish, English,
Catalan, or combinations) were coded to learn how often Barcelona Turisme appealed to locals
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in Catalonia, Spanish tourists, or foreign tourists. As Spain has strong regional identities and the
country is made up of 17 autonomous communities (Aguado Viguer et. al, 2016; “Autonomous
regions,” 2020), captions in Catalan were considered to appeal to locals, Spanish appeal to locals
and/or domestic tourists, and English appeals to foreign tourists. Captions and hashtags were also
coded for whether they appealed to tourists, locals, businesses, multiple publics, or none of the
publics. Posts that made use of colloquial Barcelona phrases, “secrets” of Barcelona city life, and
used words like “we” and “us” to refer to the Barcelona collective were seen as appealing to
locals; captions that speak about “visiting” Barcelona were coded as appealing to tourists; and
captions promoting sales or certain businesses were categorized as appealing to businesses.
These factors relate to both destination authenticity and social identity theory, as the content
analysis can provide an operationalized view of how Barcelona chooses to promote the city,
whether it has anything to do with the publics targeted, and if destination authenticity or earning
potential is favored, regardless of responsible and sustainable tourism practices.
To further assess responsible tourism and destination desirability beyond the popularity
of a destination and publics appealed to, images were also coded for whether or not people were
present. Numbers were recorded as ratio data until 21, which represented 21+ people, or a
“crowd.” The presence of people potentially signals two claims: People find the entity present in
the image appealing and therefore visit it, or the destination is crowded and therefore
contributing to overtourism. This presence of people could potentially affect the two imagined
publics of locals and tourists differently. Tourists may see people in a destination and believe it
is desirable to visit to both increase their knowledge of the destination (destination authenticity)
and perform an action that relates them to their desired social group (social identity theory),
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while locals may view crowds of people as nuisances exploiting their home (social identity
theory; sustainable tourism).
Additionally, the Barcelona Turisme website encompasses Barcelona’s destination brand
with eight categories: Food and Wine, Shopping, Art and Culture, With the Family, Sports, Seas
and Beaches, Mountains and Snow, and Nightlife (Barcelona Turisme, 2020). The posts were
coded according to which category they belonged in order to assess how well the
@visitbarcelona Instagram account authentically represents the city’s destination brand across all
categories or if the DMO prefers promoting some categories over others.
Beyond presenting the destinations as desirable for its three imagined audiences, RQ2 is
concerned with finding which social media best practices Barcelona Turisme utilizes, and how
use of these features affects engagement. These social media best practices, while applied, are
assessed in this content analysis based on media richness theory and speech act theory.
According to the theory of media richness, the posts were coded for their post type (image,
video, graphic, carousel), credits (original @visitbarcelona posts, UGC reposted by
@visitbarcelona with a verbatim caption, or UGC reposted by @visitbarcelona with a new
caption), whether or not another account is tagged in the post, the presence of geotags, and the
presence of hashtags. Each of these features increases sensory information present in the post,
and when applying the theory of media richness to social media, it suggests that the more
information-rich a post is, the better it will perform in terms of engagement. For this reason,
amount of likes and comments were coded for as ratio data in order to measure against the
different features of media richness.
Creating an overall weighted media richness score for each post was considered, but
ultimately decided against because this theoretically-informed applied study seeks to expand
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upon previous research that supports if the theory of media richness applies to social media best
practices to understanding which s ocial media best practices are the most successful in increasing
engagement in the DMO space. For this reason, each individual feature of media richness was
coded for and measured against engagement as separate entities.
To investigate speech act theory’s predictions on behavior, caption copy was coded for
whether it contained assertive, directive, or expressive claims, or some combination of these
three categories. These three categories were chosen because previous studies on speech act
theory in social media deem them as the most relevant claims in the social media sphere
(Ordenes et. al, 2018). The categories were also constructed to reflect previous studies. As such,
the types of assertive (informational) claims coded include the entity present in the image,
Barcelona tourism updates, public announcements, multiple, or other; the types of expressive
(emotional) claims coded include appreciation, opinion, desire, multiple, or other; and the types
of directive (action-oriented) claims include interact with the post, visit the link in
@visitbarcelona’s bio, travel to a Barcelona destination, attend an event, support a local
business, multiple, or other.] Then, in the post-coding statistical analysis, this variable was
measured against the amount of likes and comments to see if the type of claim present in the
caption copy has a statistically significant effect on engagement.
Additionally, in order to contextualize the data in 2020, posts were also coded for
whether or not they alluded to COVID-19.
Analytics
Following data collection, the coded data was loaded into SPSS for a series of descriptive
and inferential statistics. Ratio-level data, such as likes and comments, were assessed with
measures of central tendency (mean, median, and mode) as well as standard deviation and
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variance. Frequencies were also calculated for all nominal data. ANOVAs were run to compare
means on ratio level data such as number of likes and comments as a function of destination
popularity, category, speech acts, language, publics appealed to, and elements of media richness.
T-tests were run to measure variables with two categories (e.g. hashtags present - Y/N) in
comparison to engagement (likes and comments). Post-hoc tests were also performed (Chi
squared tests for T-tests, Duncan for ANOVAs) to understand the significance of relationships
between engagement and each independent variable.
Findings
This section explores the results of descriptive and inferential tests run on coded content.
The findings will inform a theoretically informed discussion on how social media best practices
can be used in the DMO space to satisfy a number of publics that will ultimately increase
positive relationships among different social groups.
RQ1: How does the content Barcelona Turisme posts present Barcelona as a desirable
destination for a number of publics?
When analyzing which imagined publics are appealed to the most frequently in caption
copy, findings do not support H1: Barcelona Turisme focuses more on engaging tourists than
businesses or locals. In fact, the most common type of caption copy caters to locals (94 posts,
36%). After, 76 posts (29.1%) contained information catered to tourists, and 40 (15.3%)
contained information for/about local businesses.
Still, many of these captions appealed to multiple publics simultaneously. When
assessing whether captions appeal to solely one public or multiple, the majority of posts were
named ambiguous due to the caption not leaning toward any of the imagined publics in particular
(138, 52.9%), like the post from February 10 that stated, “Who would have thought an octagon
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🛑💙 It ain't hip to be square! 😉 … ¿Quién hubiera pensado que un
octágono podía ser tan encantador? 🛑💙 ¡No está de moda ser cuadriculado! 😉 ”
could be so lovely?

(@visitbarcelona Instagram, 2020). This post does not use words such as “we” to describe locals,
“visit” to motivate tourists, or feature any local business; as such, it was coded as
“unidentifiable” in terms of which public it appeals to. The following type of caption that
occurred the most frequently was that which sought to engage multiple publics (68, 26.1%), like
the post from June 1 that boasts, “¡Guau! ¿Habías visto alguna vez el Saló Sant Jordi, dentro del
Palau de la Generalitat? Su diseño tiene algo que nos fascina

😍 … Wow! Have you ever seen

the Sant Jordi Hall, inside the Palau de la Generalitat? Its design has something that fascinates us

😍” (@visitbarcelona Instagram, 2020). This caption appeals to both locals and tourists: locals
with the use of the word “us” to describe a collective feeling of fascination among Barcelona
residents, and tourists when encouraging a trip to a beautiful Barcelona building.
In looking at captions that appeal solely to one public, those appealing solely to locals

still occur the most frequently, with 33 posts (12.6%) appealing only to locals. For example, the
post on March 19 appeals to locals, using the word “we” to describe feelings Barcelonians have
when it states, “In Barcelona we love the sea. And we have a 56 meter long statue of a fish to

😉 … En Barcelona nos encanta el mar. Y tenemos la estatua de un pez de 56 metros de
longitud para probarlo 😉” (@visitbarcelona Instagram, 2020).
prove it

Following, 11 (4.2%) posts appealed only to tourists, like the January 12 post that asks,
“So, are you one of those coming to visit Barcelona in 2020?
los que visitarán Barcelona este 2020?

😬✈🔝 ... Así que... ¿Eres uno de

😬✈🔝” (@visitbarcelona Instagram, 2020).

Finally, the same amount (11, 4.2%) of posts favored businesses, like the May 22 post
that promoted visiting the Sant Pau Hospital, reading “¿Puede un hospital ser una impresionante,
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única y verdadera obra de arte? La respuesta: sí, sí, y absolutamente sí

😍 ¡Buen fin de semana!

… Can a hospital be a truly wonderful, amazing and unforgettable work of art? The answer: yes,
yes and yes!

😍 Have a great weekend!” (@visitbarcelona Instagram, 2020). This post promotes

a business that is also a piece of architecture in the city, giving coverage to an attraction that will
hopefully result in support of a local business.
Though all of these posts coded were separated into which public the copy itself most
appealed to, it is worth recognizing that the captions cited above were all in both Spanish and
English, possibly warranting the argument that these captions all appeal to both English-speaking
tourists and Spanish-speaking locals.
To understand if the difference in the amount of messages that were designed to appeal to
each public were significant, a Chi square test was run. According to the Chi square test,
messages that do not engage any public in particular are deployed significantly more than any
other type of message (χ2 = 217.908a, df = 4, p = 0.000). This ambiguity of message targeting
could be due to these imagined publics being classified in order to find measurable ways in
which to assess the social identity theory of ingroups and outgroups.
Additionally, the COVID-19 pandemic that resulted in halted travel and local lockdowns
may have contributed to the larger volume of messages that either seek to engage users of any
public, as well as encourage locals to tour their own cities. For example, as reopenings were
occurring in May, a post had the accompanying caption:
No te has enterado? ¡Ya puedes volver a disfrutar de un paseo por todos los parques y
jardines de la ciudad!

💚🌳♻ Desde hace unos días están abiertos al público durante sus

horarios normales de apertura y para los usos establecidos por la etapa actual del proceso
de desconfinamiento. ¡Es la manera perfecta de prepararse para el próximo Día Mundial
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del Medio Ambiente (5 de junio)

😁! Tienes más información en el enlace de la biografía

… Haven't you heard? You can already come enjoy a stroll through all the parks and
gardens across the city again!

💚🌳♻ They are all open to the public during their

normal opening times and for the uses established by the current stage of the lockdown
exit process. It's the perfect way to prepare for the next World Environment Day (June
5th)

😁! You've got more info in the link of the bio. (@visitbarcelona Instagram, 2020)

This caption appeals solely to locals, as the city was previously in lockdown and Spain
had restrictions on international tourists. It is unlikely that this sort of a post with this type of
message would have been communicated if not for the COVID-19 pandemic. As a result, locals
are the only individuals who were able to visit these parks at this time. Still, other publics,
namely tourists, could be viewing Barcelona Turisme’s Instagram account and feel nostalgic or
dream of the day they can travel to the city; as a result, the organization may have been
deploying messages that were neutral in terms of target publics.
Hashtags, however, favored tourists more than the other two publics. In terms of
hashtags, 239 (91.6%) posts contained tourism-specific hashtags (e.g. #visitbarcelona), 156
(59.8%) had hashtags that appealed to locals (e.g. #inLOVEwithCatalonia, which was
hashtagged during COVID-19 lockdowns to encourage locals who identify as citizens of
Catalonia rather than of Spain to stay home in support of the city they love), and 18 (6.9%) of
posts contained hashtags that principally appealed to businesses (#portaldelangel, which is a
street full of shops. That hashtag was included to promote sales in stores on this street.)
Overall, the majority of captions either did not appear to target one of the imagined
publics in particular, or favored targeting multiple publics. Hashtags, however, appealed mostly
to tourists, possibly due to the public nature and resulting hub of images that cater to a certain
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topic in particular; moreover, Barcelona Turisme could be using tourist-focused hashtags in
order to increase reach among potential tourists.
Findings supported H2: Barcelona Turisme promotes destinations in more expensive
areas in the city more often than it promotes less expensive areas. To examine whether Barcelona
Turisme was executing messaging on social media in a way that reflects its strategic plan, the
relative cost of accommodations in promoted destinations was examined. The three categories of
destinations (most expensive, somewhat expensive, least expensive) categorized by information
in the Barcelona 2020 Strategic Tourism Plan were coded for, and the results yielded found 132
posts (50.6%) contained destinations in the “most expensive” neighborhoods, 25 posts (9.6%)
contained destinations in the “least expensive” neighborhoods, 25 posts (9.6%) contained
destinations in the “somewhat expensive” neighborhoods, and the remaining 79 posts (30.3%)
were in the “other” category because they either showed multiple neighborhoods, Barcelona as a
whole, were in other cities, or the location was unable to be classified.
Barcelona Turisme promoted destinations in the most expensive areas of the city almost
40% more than somewhat expensive areas, and almost 60% more than least expensive areas.
According to a Chi square test, this difference in promotion is significant (χ2 = 120.839a, df = 3, p
= 0.000). This does not support the theoretical concept of destination authenticity, which
suggests DMOs should promote destinations in their entirety, not just for the glamorous, popular
attractions. As visitors continue to visit popular destinations, their understanding of Barcelona
could be reduced to a few iconic symbols, negating the complex culture and diversity of the city.
If more expensive destinations are promoted more often, visitors will continue to visit those
destinations, bringing more money to the area but potentially pushing residents out to other,
low-income areas; consequently, this inequality of promotion may also further perpetuate
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gentrification This could perpetuate negative stereotypes of tourists as an outgroup in respect to
locals, reflected in Tajfel and Turner’s social identity theory; furthermore, as the ingroup, locals
could stereotype these tourists as affluent, stereotypical, culturally insensitive visitors ignorant to
the diverse offerings of the city beyond the expensive, iconic destinations.
Findings do not support H3: Barcelona Turisme communicates a relatively equal amount
of messages regarding the 8 categories of its destination brand. To help measure the authenticity
concept of destination realness where all facets of a destination are promoted to tourists, the 8
categories of the Barcelona destination brand listed on Barcelona Turisme’s website were
culminated as a variable: destination category. Out of all of the posts, 184 (70.5%) were in the
Art and Culture category, 23 (8.8%) were in the nightlife category, 18 (6.9%) were in the Seas
and Beaches category, 7 (2.7%) were in the Food and Wine category, 6 (2.3%) were in the
Mountains and Snow category, 2 (1.1%) were in the Shopping category, and 1 (0.4%) was in the
Sports category. These differences in types of posts do not reflect what would be expected
values; in fact, art and culture is promoted significantly more than any other type of category (χ2
= 946.759a, df = 8, p = 0.000).
The theoretical concept of destination authenticity is not supported here; moreover,
70.5% of posts only showcase one aspect of the entire destination brand: Art and Culture.
Though the city is known for its architecture, namely Gaudi’s buildings, it appears Barcelona
does not emphasize branding the destination in a comprehensive way on social media that
features its maritime location, nearby mountains for skiing, nightlife, and family-friendly
activities, even though all of these categories are listed on its website. Additionally, while
Barcelona has one of the best futból teams in the world, only one post in 2020 showcases the
sport in any respect. If sports were promoted more often, it could potentially connect tourists to
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local activities and be lucrative local businesses (e.g. sports stadiums, nearby restaurants, fan
gear shops), thus connecting publics in Barcelona. Because it is obviously promoting Art and
Culture over any other aspect of the city, the DMO is not adequately representing the destination
in an authentic, comprehensive way. This may further appeal to a specific type of tourist,
possibly the affluent tourist who finds the expensive destinations in H2 appealing. Still, this
could also be due to the onset of COVID-19 that resulted in lockdowns; moreover, during this
time, it was likely not in Barcelona Turisme’s best interest to promote aspects such as nightlife,
dining, beaches, family activities, and skiing.
Findings support H4: Barcelona Turisme rarely promotes natural landmarks and
lesser-crowded destinations. This variable was coded for to understand to what degree Barcelona
Turisme is promoting the city as environmentally friendly and sustainable, a goal of its 2020
Strategic Tourism Plan. In terms of destinations promoted in an image, 227 (87.0%) were man
made destinations, 19 (7.3%) were natural landmarks, 12 (4.6%) were undeterminable, and 3
(1.1%) were in the “other” category. This significantly larger promotion of manmade
destinations (χ2 = 536.594a, df =3, p = 0.000) may be because Barcelona is an urban center;
additionally, a small number of the man made destinations were greenspaces (e.g. city parks).
Still, in terms of the concept of sustainability, Barcelona Turisme does not place emphasis on the
natural environment (e.g. the mountains, the beach, greenspace) in its messaging. This does not
reflect its goal in the 2020 Strategic Tourism Plan.
Findings do not support H5: In order to make destinations look more popular, Barcelona
Turisme posts images that include people in destinations more often than they promote
destinations free of people. It was predicted that destinations may be more desirable to tourists
when other people are featured within the destination because it suggests others enjoy
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themselves while visiting those places; however, it was also predicted that residents may see
people (especially crowds) promoted in popular destinations, it may cause additional annoyance
with tourists, viewing them as a nuisance to the city. When accounting for whether or not the
posts contained people, almost half of the posts (130, 49.8%) did not, and just over half (131,
50.2%) did. This difference is not statistically significant, meaning findings did not support H5.
In reality, this mix of posts with and without people may be more beneficial than favoring
posting with people in the destination, as it could possibly reduce perceived stereotypes of
tourists as annoying crowds frequenting iconic attractions.
Overall, the findings for RQ1’s hypotheses suggest that Barcelona Turisme currently
promotes the city as an urban area with an emphasis on art and culture in wealthy
neighborhoods. In order to increase destination authenticity and diffuse potential negative
stereotypes related to social identity theory, the DMO has the opportunity to promote the
destination across more categories of the destination brand, levels of accommodation pricing,
and increase the amount of natural landmarks promoted. Additionally, the organization could
increase posts that explicitly appeal to multiple publics in its captions rather than produce general
captions that do not appear to target any public in particular.
The following paragraphs report findings in relation to RQ2: Which social media best
practices does Barcelona Turisme utilize, and how is engagement reflective of these best
practices?
To measure H6—messages with media information richness will receive more
engagement than those with lower information—each unit of analysis was coded for post type,
image credits, whether or not another account was tagged, the presence of geotags, and the
presence of hashtags. Each of these characteristics increase information richness, but are coded
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separately to understand not just if, but also which elements of media richness are most crucial to
engagement on Instagram.
When coded for post type, the primarily visual element in a post included 219 (83.9%)
posts featuring images, 2 (0.8%) featuring videos, 9 (3.4%) featuring graphics, 30 (11.5%)
featuring carousels, and 1 (0.4%) featuring a painting (categorized as “other”). To test whether
differences existed between post type and likes and comments, two analysis of variance
(ANOVA) tests were run. A statistically significant difference was identified between post type
and engagement in regard to both likes and comments.
In terms of likes, carousels averaged 14,199.10 likes, still images averaged 9,731.04
likes, graphics averaged 4,432.89 likes, and videos averaged 4,068.00 likes. These differences
were statistically significant (F= 18.491 df = 3/256, p =.000). According to Duncan post-hoc test,
the amount of likes on posts of still images and carousels were statistically significant from
graphics and videos, but not from each other (nor were graphics and videos statistically
significant from each other). Though videos and carousels were the more media-rich posts due to
their sensory appeals (videos - sight and sound, carousels - sight and touch as swiping through
images within a post activates touch), the carousels and images delivered a statistically
significantly higher number of likes (F= 18.491 df = 3/256, p =.000) than either graphics or
videos.
Comments compared to post type also support the hypothesis that posts with higher
media richness receive more engagement. Carousels averaged 154.70 comments, videos
averaged 96.50 comments, still images averaged 80.31 comments, and graphics averaged 51.67.
According to the ANOVA, carousels received a significantly higher amount of comments (F =
16.325, df = 3/256, p =.000) than other still images and graphics. Because of the small amount of
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posts that were videos (n = 2), the significance of average comments for videos was
undeterminable.
When coding for engagement resulting from image credits—whether a post is original
content from Barcelona Turisme or is a repost of UGC with a different caption—findings support
that higher engagement results from higher media richness. Because the source of the UGC is
tagged in the post, users may click on the tagged account and be guided to another account, thus
increasing sensory information with touch. In terms of image credits, an overwhelming majority
of posts (239, 91.6%) were user-generated images reposted by Barcelona Turisme with different
captions, 19 (7.3%) of posts were original from the Barcelona Turisme account, and 3 (1.1%)
were unidentifiable.
An ANOVA yielded that the average amount of likes on UGC reposts (user-generated
image, Barcelona Turisme caption) was 10,510.66, the average amount of likes on Barcelona
Turisme original posts was 4,637.53, and the average amount of likes on unidentifiable posts was
3,582.00. According to the post-hoc Duncan tests, posts that include UGC images receive a
significantly greater amount of likes (F = 21.941, df = 2/258, p = 0.000) than original posts or the
posts where credits are unidentifiable. This holds true for comments (F = 3.604, df = 2/258, p =
0.029), as the average amount of comments for user-generated images with Barcelona Turisme
captions is 90.89, 55.47 for original posts, and 48.00 for posts deemed “other.” These findings
support media richness theory, as well as the concept that increased interactivity and engagement
with an audience—in this case, through featuring UGC—will result in their engagement with the
brand.
When another account is tagged in the actual visual element of the post (not just in the
caption copy, as some of the UGC reposts mentioned above are tagged only in the copy), this
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also increases media richness. The small icon in the left-hand corner of an image with another
account tagged may trigger the sensory response of tapping on an image to view the other
account tagged, as such allowing for greater media richness. Of all the posts, 233 (89.3%) tagged
another account within the image part of the post, and 28 (10.7%) did not. The average number
of likes for posts that tagged another account was 10,475.71, and the average number of likes of
posts that did not tag another account was 6,073.75. According to an independent samples T-test
(equal variances assumed, this difference is statistically significant (t = -5.249, df = 259, p =
0.000). The average number of comments also varied at a statistically significant level (0.018),
with an average of 90.95 comments for posts with another account tagged and an average of
61.79 comments for posts without another account tagged. This suggests the added sensory
element as part of media richness increases engagement, and once again reinforces the concept
of interactivity with an audience (through tagging other users) increases engagement.
The presence of geotags also increases media richness, as geotags—similarly to
hashtags—have landing pages that act as hubs for all images with the same geotag that can be
found when clicking on the location tagged above the visual section of an Instagram post.
Findings support that the presence of geotags increases engagement. When coding for geotags,
146 (55.9%) included specific (e.g. attraction itself, neighborhood) geotags, 111 included more
general (e.g. Barcelona) geotags, and 4 (1.5%) posts did not include geotags.
According the ANOVA, the average amount of likes for general geotags was 10,735.40,
the average amount of likes for posts with specific geotags was 9,608.28, and the average
amount of likes for posts without geotags was 4,117. Those with geotags had a statistically
significantly higher amount of likes than those without (F = 5.915, df = 2/258, p = 0.003), but
there was not a statistically significant difference in likes between local and regional geotags.
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There was also a statistically significant difference in average amount of comments (F = 10.236,
df = 2/258, p = 0.000) between posts with geotags (75.36 local, 106.23 regional) and posts
without geotags (32.00). There is a statistically significant difference between posts without
geotags and posts with geotags but not between posts with specific and general geotags;
consequently, findings support that the presence of a geotag, regardless of whether it is specific
or general, increases engagement.
The increased reach provided via the geotag feature, as well as the sensory ability to click
the geotag and be guided to a page full of other posts with that geotag allow for more
engagement; thus, the relationship between the presence of a geotag and increased engagement
are supported by media richness.
The final feature coded for in relation to information richness is hashtags, and findings
did not support the prediction that posts with hashtags receive more engagement. Hashtags are
another signifier of information and lead to other pages within Instagram that only contain posts
that include that hashtag. Users may follow hashtags or view hashtag pages rather than account
pages. Out of all of the posts, 256 (98.1%) contained hashtags, and 5 (1.9%) did not. With only 5
data in the cell, statistical tests cannot confidently report significant differences in engagement.
According to independent sample T-test, the inclusion of hashtags does not yield a
statistically significant difference in likes or comments. Of all of the posts, those that did not
include hashtags averaged 11,093.40 likes, and those that included hashtags averaged 9,982.18
likes. This difference in average likes was far from being statistically significant (t = -0.558, df =
259, p = 0.557; equal variances assumed). The difference in the amount of comments was not
statistically significant either (t = -.191, df = 259 p = 0.849, equal variances assumed), with posts
without hashtags averaging 87.92, and posts with hashtags averaging 82.60 comments. This
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finding contradicts the social media best practice of adding hashtags in hopes of increasing reach
and engagement, as these results suggest the presence or absence of hashtags does not affect
engagement. Once again, this could be because only 5 posts did not include hashtags, thus the
results of these particular statistical tests should be taken cautiously due to the relatively limited
sample size of posts without hashtags.
Overall, the theory of media richness as it is applied to H6 and social media best practices
appears to increase engagement in post type, image credits, whether or not another account was
tagged, and the presence of geotags. In terms of which features of media richness increase
engagement the most on Instagram, this study suggests post type and presence of geotags are the
most crucial features to consider when seeking increased engagement. While one of the first
added media-richness features of Instagram, hashtags do not seem to significantly affect
engagement; once again, this may be due to the low amount of posts that do not include hashtags
(n = 5).
Moving on to H7, findings supported that there is a statistically significant relationship
between claims present and engagement, but do not fully support the hypothesis that messages
containing expressive and/or assertive acts will receive more engagement than messages
containing directive acts.
Barcelona Turisme used a balanced approach to the various speech acts employed in its
posts: Of all of the post captions, 62 (23.8%) contained directive and expressive claims; 54
(20.7%) contained all 3 (assertive, directive, and expressive claims); 46 (17.6%) contained
assertive and expressive claims, 46 (17.6%) contained only an expressive claim, 29 (11.1%)
contained assertive and directive claims, 15 (5.7%) contained a stand-alone assertive claim, and
9 (3.4%) contained only a directive claim.
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An ANOVA between claims present and amount of likes found a statistically
significantly greater average amount of likes (F = 6.585, df = 6/254, p = 0.000) in posts that
contain assertive and directive claims than any other claim combination. Likewise, a second
ANOVA was run between claims present and average amount of comments, posts that contain
assertive and directive claims receive a statistically significantly higher number of comments (F
= 4.043, df = 6/254, p = 0.001) than all other types of claim combinations except posts that
solely contain directive claims. This supports previous studies that apply speech act theory to
social media in terms of assertive acts increasing engagement, but it also contradicts previous
studies that suggest expressive are more effective in increasing engagement than directive acts;
contradictingly, assertive and directive acts outperform expressive acts. These results suggest the
presence of directive acts actually increase engagement; this is likely because many directive
acts Barcelona Turisme utilizes on Instagram encourage users to interact with the post (e.g. A
post from Feb. 27 with the caption copy, “❤ if you can see the bones!
huesos!

🦴 … ❤ si puedes ver los

🦴”). This type of call-to-action directive claim may be more of a social media best

practice to include, as it encourages engagement.
Findings somewhat supported H8: Messages that appeal to multiple publics, rather than
just one (tourists, residents, and businesses), will receive the most engagement. This hypothesis
exists based on the principle that targeting multiple publics could exponentially increase the
amount of people expected to engage with the content. Looking at caption copy across the three
imagined publics, 138 (52.9%) posts were generic and did not allude to appealing to any of the
three groups in particular, 68 (26.1%) appealed to multiple groups, 33 (12.6%) appealed only to
locals, 11 (4.2%) specifically appealed to tourists, and 11 (4.2%) favored businesses alone. After
running an ANOVA test, the amount of likes based on public to which it appealed was not
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statistically significant (F = 2.244, df = 4/256, p = 0.065), but the amount of comments was
statistically significant at the 0.05 level (F = 2.466, df = 4/256, p = 0.046).
According to the ANOVA, captions that appeal to multiple publics received an average
of 10,363.74 likes, captions that did not appeal to any public in particular received an average of
10,159.83 likes, captions that appeal to locals only received an average of 10,048.67 likes,
tourists only received an average of 9,430.27 likes, and businesses only received an average of
6,252.36 likes. Even though captions that appealed to multiple publics were expected to
exponentially increase the amount of people who would be engaged with the messages, the
number of likes were relatively the same: According to the ANOVA and post-hoc Duncan tests,
these differences are not statistically significant (F = 2.244, df = 4/256, p = 0.065). In terms of
comments, captions that appealed to multiple publics received an average of 105.19 likes, only to
tourists received an average of 102.00 comments, locals only received an average of 83.03, no
public in particular received an average of 81.35 comments, and businesses only received an
average of 61.82 comments. Captions that did not appeal to any public and captions that
appealed to tourists alone are not significantly different from captions that appealed to locals,
businesses, or multiple publics; however, captions that appealed to tourists alone and multiple
publics received significantly more comments than captions that appealed to businesses alone.
These results may favor multiple publics for various reasons. One, it may be due to the
nature of the imagined publics categorized for the purpose of this study. Two, the fact that many
of the posts were about COVID-19 could have resulted in a twofold response: locals paying
more attention and interacting more with Turisme Barcelona’s posts and tourists offering their
rallying support for Barcelona and its residents in these comments.
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Findings did not support H9: Posts that contain more popular tourist destinations will
receive more engagement than less popular destinations. Of all of the posts, 82 (31.4%) included
the “not popular” destinations (determined by their presence in the four trade publications listing
places to visit in Barcelona), 62 (23.8%) of the posts included the popular destinations, 24
(9.2%) included the somewhat popular destinations, and only 10 (3.8%) featured one of the four
“iconic” destinations. The remaining 83 posts were “other” in terms of popularity because the
images were undeterminable, overarching images of Barcelona as a whole, or pictured
destinations outside of Barcelona.
An ANOVA analysis between destination popularity and amount of likes was not
statistically significant (F = 2.300, df = 4/256, p = 0.059), nor was there a statistically
significance between destination popularity and amount of comments (F = 0.856, df = 4/256, p
=0.491). This finding seems to suggest that followers of Barcelona Turisme respond equally
favorably to posts irrespective of popularity. This suggests support of multiple facets of the city,
relating to the theoretically informed concept of destination authenticity in terms of realness.
Findings support H10: Posts that make use of user-generated content (reposts of
user-captured images) will receive more engagement than Barcelona Turisme’s original posts.
This is elaborated on as an element of the theory of media richness because UGC is tagged
within a post, thus evoking a sensory response via touch (clicking on the tagged username). Still,
the effects of use of UGC on engagement in general is also important as an applied social media
best practice: The more interactive a brand is with an audience, the more engagement it will
receive because it potentially reaches Barcelona Turisme’s followers as well as the original
poster’s followers. Once again, the findings that posts that are UGC reposts receive more
engagement than Barcelona Turisme’s original content are statistically significant for both likes
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(F = 21.941, df = 2/258, p = 0.000) and comments (F = 3.604, df = 2/258, p = 0.029). Still, a
post-hoc Duncan test categorized all of these variables in the same subset; accordingly, future
analysis via a multiple comparisons post-hoc test could identify where the statistical significance
between these groups lies.
Findings do not support H11: Captions written in both Spanish and English will receive
more engagement than posts solely in one language. Still, the findings are statistically
significant.
Out of all of the posts, 185 posts were in English and Spanish with English first; 61
(23.4%) were in Spanish and English with Spanish first; 11 (4.2%) were in Spanish, English, and
Catalan; 2 (0.8%) were in English only; and 2 (0.8%) were in Spanish only.
According to an ANOVA, posts that were Spanish-only received an average of 13,395.50
likes, posts with Spanish and English with Spanish first received an average of 12,882.34 likes,
posts that were English-only received an average of 12,645.00 likes, posts that were Spanish and
English with English first received an average of 9,325.58 likes, and posts in all three languages
(Spanish, English, and Catalan) received an average of 4,342.73 likes. According to the post-hoc
Duncan test, these differences are statistically significant (F = 15.458, df = 4/256, p = 0.000).
Posts in Spanish only, English and Spanish with Spanish first, and English only received a
statistically significantly more amount of likes than posts in all three languages. The results for
English and Spanish with English first were in both subsets, meaning the results are not
significantly different from any of the other language categories.
Results were also statistically significant for comments (F = 8.997, df = 4/256, p =
0.000). Posts with Spanish-only captions received an average of 118.50 comments; posts with
English-only captions received an average of 114.50 comments; posts with English and Spanish
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captions with Spanish first received an average of 123.36 comments; posts with captions in
English, Spanish, and Catalan received an average of 78.31 comments, and posts with English
and Spanish captions with English first received an average of 40.27 comments. Still, results
yielded in the post-hoc Duncan analysis included all variables in the same subset; furthermore,
future research could include a multiple comparisons post-hoc test to understand where the
statistical significance between these groups lies.
The findings for H11 may not be as hypothesized due to the small number of posts in
Spanish only (n = 2) and English only (n = 2); thus, even though the results were statistically
significant, they may not be strong enough because of the lack of sufficient posts in each
category.
Overall, hypotheses supporting RQ2 suggest significant effects on engagement, even if
they are slightly different than what was hypothesized. The features of media richness and
speech acts that most affect engagement will be important to note to apply this research to the
field of tourism marketing. Additionally, the use of multiple languages and destinations across
all levels of popularity both help appeal to multiple audiences, thus encouraging consistent
engagement among different audiences.
Discussion
Overall, this study combines multiple theories—cultural and media phenomena alike—to
establish a framework that interprets an applied practice: a DMO’s use of social media. Before
this study, there was minimal research on Instagram in the tourism marketing space; this study
contributes to the breadth of research on the topic and applies two theories in traditional media,
media richness theory and speech act theory, to an emerging form of media that is exceedingly
crucial to organizational success: social media. The application of these theories to social media
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in practice allows for the understanding of not only if, but also which features of media richness
and speech act theory perform best in the Instagram space for DMOs. This is important for
DMOs to know, as they will be engaging with multiple publics: tourists, locals, and businesses.
The lens through which tourists and locals are viewed as social identity theory’s ingroups and
outgroups expands on the small amount of literature that applies this theory to a resident-tourist
relationship; this is valuable to the tourism field because there is not yet a standardized
theoretical framework to apply in tourism marketing research. These theories, along with the
concept of destination authenticity, provide Barcelona Turisme and subsequent DMOs with an
understanding of how to best use social media to align their audiences with their goals.
If Barcelona Turisme utilizes social media best practices, greater engagement should
follow, hopefully resulting in a larger audience understanding and getting on board with the
goals of the 2020 Strategic Tourism Plan. Media richness theory suggests increased media
richness (information and sensory appeals) will result in increased interaction with a message.
This is partially reflected in Barcelona Turisme’s 2020 Instagram posts, but some actual results
differed from expected results. Characteristics of higher media richness that had higher
engagement, thus reflecting more interactivity with the posts, include geotags and image credits.
The presence of a geotag—whether specific or general—significantly increased engagement,
along with using UGC and crediting the account from which an image came. Still, though videos
are more media rich than still images, still images and carousels performed significantly better
than videos and graphics in terms of engagement. This may contradict traditional media richness
theory due to the nature of Instagram, as users often swipe up and down as well as through posts,
thus possibly preferring simple, short, aesthetically pleasing images that they can quickly browse
rather than spend a great deal of time engaging with. Additionally, though hashtags did not prove
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to have significant effect on engagement, even though they serve a similar purpose and function
as geotags, this once again may have been because of the small number of posts without hashtags
(n = 5).
Along with indicators of media richness, the posts’ messages themselves can be
attributed to increased engagement. Speech act theory postulates messages have underlying
intentions, which can be expressed through a variety of speech acts, and this study examined
three types of illocutionary acts: assertive, directive, and expressive. As previous studies on
speech act theories and social media, namely Ordenes et. al’s (2018) study of brand messages on
Facebook and Twitter, suggested assertive and expressive acts to be the most effective on driving
consumer sharing on social media, this study finds assertive and directive messages to be the
most effective in increasing general engagement. As previously stated, this may be because
traditionally, directive acts require a very involved direct response from a message receiver (e.g.
visit this place, purchase this product). Barcelona Turisme did include messages that called for
its audience to visit Barcelona, but many of the messages that contained directive acts were those
that called for users to interact with the post or account (e.g. like, comment, visit a link in the
organization’s bio); thus, while a relatively low-involvement and low-commitment response, it
evoked a response nonetheless. This call-to-action, considered a social media best practice in the
applied space, can be classified as a directive act, and may account for why on this particular
platform, directive acts resonate with audiences better than in traditional spaces. Still, messages
combining expressive and directive claims generally did not perform as well as messages
combining directive and assertive claims. As a result, this study suggests the assertive and
directive, rather than assertive and expressive, claim combination is a best practice on Instagram.
Because the results yielded different findings than other studies that applied speech act theory to
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social media, there is an opportunity to conduct future research applying speech act theory to
social media platforms, Instagram in particular, to have greater understanding of general best
practices.
Beyond the social media best practices themselves, this study sought to understand how
Barcelona Turisme communicated to its imagined audiences: tourists, residents, and businesses.
Being the three principal publics mentioned in its 2020 Strategic Tourism Plan, language
appealing to these publics were analyzed. Previous studies tying social identity theory to tourism
examine the ingroup-outgroup dynamic between residents and tourists; accordingly, this as well
as the resident-tourist tensions in Barcelona brought further justification for understanding how
the DMO seeks to engage them as audiences. While the difference in the amount of likes among
these imagined publics is not statistically significant, captions that appealed to locals alone and
multiple publics received higher engagement than captions that appealed to tourists or businesses
alone. Findings were similar regarding caption language and engagement: posts in English-only
(assuming appeals to tourists), Spanish-only (assuming appeals to locals), and English and
Spanish with Spanish first (occurring during the weeks of the strictest COVID-19 lockdowns)
received the highest engagement. These results may have occurred for a variety of reasons, the
first of which being these audiences, grounded in theory as well as Barcelona Turisme’s 2020
Strategic Tourism Plan, were created and categorized for the purpose of this study. Second, the
fact that this study was situated in the unique moment of COVID-19—thus having many posts
that contain information about the pandemic—could have potentially resulted in locals paying
more attention and interacting more with Turisme Barcelona’s posts, or tourists may have been
offering their rallying support for Barcelona and its residents in these comments. If the latter is
true, this may contradict Tajfel and Turner’s social identity theory, as the two groups may be
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supporting each other rather than having polarizing biases. As a result, COVID-19 may present a
unique opportunity for the different publics to band together against a mutual enemy, rather than
seeing each other as “them” and “us,” as social identity theory implies different groups of people
naturally do. Additionally, the absence of tourists in the city could result in an increased
understanding among locals of the vital role they play themselves in the health of the city, as
well as the importance of tourists in the destination’s overall success.
The COVID-19 moment aside, social identity theory speculates that upon realizing their
behavior may be viewed as divergent from that of members of an ingroup they seek to be
affiliated with, members of an outgroup may seek to change this behavior to more closely reflect
that of the desired ingroup. In the case of Barcelona tourism, tourists may represent one
outgroup, as they are often regarded poorly by locals for their exploitation of the
destination—their home. For the purpose of this study, this theoretically informed concept of
social change draws connections to the concept of destination authenticity; moreover, the
attributes of “realness” of a destination and “conformity” to expectations calls for promoted
images of and messages about a destination to be authentic. This study argues that tourists may
seek out a destination in all of its “realness,” rather than solely its iconic destinations or
well-known, expensive areas in order to undergo the social change of being more like the local
ingroup. If so, the potential reconciliation of tourism in the eyes of locals due to the detrimental
effects of COVID-19 could potentially be sustained by increased representation of the
destination in its totality. As of now, Barcelona Turisme diversifies its posts in terms of
popularity of specific attractions featured, but the DMO’s Instagram promotes art and culture and
the most expensive areas of the city significantly more than any other categories of the
destination brand or neighborhoods. If the DMO hopes to see a social change in tourists to
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respect and understand the destination according to destination authenticity’s concepts of
“realness” and “conformity,” the DMO must increase its representation of the other categories of
the destination brand (e.g. Sports, Nightlife, Seas and Beaches, Mountains and Snow) and of
less-wealthy neighborhoods. In fact, the findings suggest that followers of Barcelona Turisme
respond equally favorably to posts irrespective of popularity. This further supports the
theoretically informed concept of destination authenticity, as tourists associate greater
satisfaction with and attachment to a destination when they believe they are receiving a robust,
multi-faceted, authentic experience in the destination that matches their background expectations
rather than a singular, univocal, stereotypical perspective.
Overall, this study provides a twofold perspective on sustainable, successful destination
marketing, first by providing insight on messaging theories as they apply to Instagram as a
particular platform, and subsequently while examining the delicate resident-tourist dynamic
through a theoretical lens.
Limitations and Further Research
Though this study adds valuable theoretical and applied contributions to research on
social media and destination marketing, certain limitations must be recognized. As touched on in
other sections, the onset of the COVID-19 global pandemic provides a unique perspective while
looking at Barcelona Turisme’s messaging efforts. For one, because international travel was
restricted in the spring of 2020, Barcelona Turisme was forced to either promote the destination
to locals or promote the destination in a nostalgic way for tourists. While this may at first appear
to be a limitation, it presents the opportunity for the destination to increase positive relationships
with locals. For example, the negative effects of reduced tourism on the economy may cause a
greater appreciation of tourism among locals; the absence of tourists may cause a resurgence of
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pride in the destination among locals that causes them to act like tourists in and of themselves;
and the establishment of COVID-19 as a common enemy for both locals and tourists may cause
them to find a common ground and thus become less biased toward one another, thus reducing
the negative effects of social identity theory. In fact, a current trend in DMO research finds that
DMOs as a whole can use this time to revamp their destination brands, rework their strategies,
and research ways to promote more sustainable, long-term tourism practices. Further research
can continue to monitor these issues as COVID-19 continues to ravage the city to identify any
changes; ultimately, future research can also seek to examine other cities to see if similar trends
occur. Additionally, it may be interesting to track DMO messaging once tourism resumes to see
if similar messaging and implementation of best practices continue.
While this study was predicated on social identity theory and its ingroup and outgroup
biases, another potential explanation for some of these dynamics may be found in tourism theory.
Tourism theory is concerned with “the extrao rdinary, on places elsewhere … an escape from
home, a quest for more desirable and fulfilling places” (Larsen, 2008). Additionally, Urry (1990,
1992) developed the “tourist gaze” to describe how tourism is a primarily visual experience.
While not the focus of the current study, these theoretical frameworks may prove advantageous
to integrate into future research.
Additionally, while the existence of additional time and contributors could have allowed
for examination of all of Barcelona Turisme’s messaging platforms, this research only studied
Instagram due to its primarily visual nature (which previous studies on destination marketing
deem more persuasive than solely text-based messages) and popularity in comparison to
Barcelona Turisme’s other platforms (Instagram has the largest following of any of Barcelona
Turisme’s social accounts). Other future studies can use Instagram tools to view what
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percentages of followers are from what cities or countries and also differentiate follower
engagement from public engagement in order to create strategies that appeal to desired publics.
As there was a singular coder analyzing this content, there is an opportunity to add
additional coders, allowing for additional tests of validity and reliability via intra-coder and
inter-coder reliability tests. Due to time and resource constraints for this project’s completion,
the possibility of adding a second coder was not feasible; still, the data is still available, meaning
it is possible to pursue the addition of a second coder. In addition, more time would have allowed
for additional post-hoc statistical analyses for ANOVAs, including multiple comparisons tests,
for a more in-depth view of where statistical significance lies between variable groups. Still, as a
pilot study, this can be a reference for future research that employs additional coders, studies
messaging over longer periods of time, and examines a variety of messaging platforms. Knowing
this, it once again reinforces why quantitative content analysis with a census sample was chosen
as the data collection method. The use of a census sample allows for a precise and accurate
understanding of the type of content Barcelona Turisme is posting on Instagram. This study and
coding scheme may be adapted and used as a framework for Barcelona Turisme and other DMOs
to understand the degree to which they employ best practices on other messaging platforms (e.g.
Twitter, Facebook, blog, website) to promote the destination as desirable and authentic for a
number of potential publics. Additionally, this study can be used as a framework for other DMOs
that struggle with resident-tourist relationships and over tourism to understand how social media
messaging could contribute to or deter from these negative phenomena.
Subsequently, while the study may have been partially limited by the onset of
COVID-19, a singular coder, and the examination of Instagram alone, the research still provides
valuable insight on how social identity theory can be applied to explain the resident-tourist
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relationship and how social media best practices can be used in the DMO space to engage
multiple publics and mobilize its audiences to achieve an organizational mission. In all, this
study finds means of using social media as a catalyst to improve resident-tourist relationships in
an interactive, two-way manner and promote a destination in its authenticity. With future studies
expanding upon this research in regard to other social media platforms and DMOs, there will be
increased knowledge and understanding of how DMOs play a key role in managing promoting a
destination to a variety of audiences, consequently bringing them together to achieve a mutually
beneficial mission: the success of a beloved destination.
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